THE AMICUS CURIAE BRIEF: FROM FRIENDSHIP TO ADVOCACY

SAMUEL KRISLOVt
THE pretense by the lawyer that all precedents are, in Holmes' phrase, "born free and equal" all too often produces a curious portrait of a static legal universe where instruments and decisions alike avoid both decay and development. Yet, scholars 1 have demonstrated many times over that imaginative utilization of the historical approach can produce insights which have been concealed by a fallacious assumption of homogeneity.
One device that, when not altogether ignored, has been thought of primarily in this antihistorical vein is the amicus curiae brief. Its delusive innocuousness, its seemingly static function and terminology, taken together with the offhand manner of its usual use in court, have in combination forestalled intensive scholarly study. Inasmuch as the device was apparently known in Roman law -and was an early instrument of the common law, the assumption has been that it has remained functionally unchanged as long as the term has remained constant.
Yet, the Supreme Court's first promulgation of a written rule on the subject of such briefs in 1937 followed by two modifications of this newly codified provision within a span of twenty years belies the assumption of permanence." Quietly but unmistakably, such change demonstrates the transition that has occurred and continues to occur in the use of the brief.
THE Amicus CURIAE AT COMMON LAW
The early use of the device is still preserved in the standard definitions, and may be found today in such sources as Corpus Juris Secundum. As Abbott's Dictionary of Terms and Phrases describes it, the amicus curiae is:
A friend of the court. A term applied to a bystander, who without having an interest in the cause, of his own knowledge makes suggestion on a point of law or of fact for the information of the presiding judge.
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1. For a discussion of lawyers' history, see the entertaining pages in Twiss, LAWYERIS 104-47 (1942) . For a brilliant use of the genetic method, see Me- Holthouse's Law Dictionary, of older vintage, puts it in even more stately fashion:
AND T E CONSTITUTION
When a judge is doubtful or mistaken in matter of law, a bystander may inform the court thereof as amicus curiae. Counsel in court frequently act in this capacity when they happen to be in possession of a case which the judge has not seen or does not at the moment remember.
The function of the amicus curiae at common law was one of oral "Shepardizing," the bringing up of cases not known to the judge. The Yearbook cite many instances of such aid by bystanders, who not only acted on behalf of infants, but also called attention to manifest error, to the death of a party to the proceeding, and to existing appropriate statutes. 4 Occasionally, however, other information was adduced. In one extreme instance, Sir George Treby, a member of Parliament, informed the court that he had been present at the passage of the statute whose meaning was contested and, as amicus curiae, wished to inform the court of the intent of Parliament in passing the legislation. The amicus did not even have to be an attorney to intervene, and the general attitude of the courts was to welcome such aid, since "it is for the honor of a court of justice to avoid error." 6 Inasmuch as permission to participate as a friend of the court has always been a matter of grace rather than right, the courts have from the beginning avoided precise definition of the perimeters and attendant circumstances involving possible utilization of the device. This, of course, increases judicial discretion, while it concomitantly maximizes the flexibility of the device. As one court opinion has quite pointedly stated:
If such appearance was as amicus curiae and as a matter of grace, then that grace alone concerns us. Grace doth not abound through consent of one's adversary. It droppeth, withal, like mercy-as the gentle and refreshing dews of Heaven.
sides, and thus felt himself in a quandary. The Lord Chancellor, sitting iit a bankruptcy case, felt he had no authority to advise an attorney as to which client to represent; but the Lord Chancellor was not to be outdone in this game of shifting roles. He promptly appointed himself amicus curiae and in this second capacity did advise the attorney. 0 In short, through lack of precise rules the English courts developed a highly adaptable instrument for dealing with many of the problems that arise in adversary proceedings. Perhaps the most significant enlargement of the amicus curiae function was itself a partial solution to one of the most serious and enduring shortcomings of the adversary system. The problem of representation of third parties in a common law suit (and, for that matter, in equity proceedings in class suits where large numbers are involved) is one that does not permit either a quick or easy solution. On the contrary, the difficulties have persisted through the centuries, and devices designed to mitigate rather than cure have been the rule.
Common law procedures were peculiarly resistant to the expansion of the scope of participation by third parties in trials. The theory of trial by duel 10 precludes a generous view of the right to intervene. "The fundamental principle underlying legal procedure," a court has observed, "is that parties to a controversy shall have the right to litigate the same, free from the interference of strangers."" The proposition that the common law knew no intervenors as parties-a proposition regularly advanced by the courts-may be too sweeping; but if there were exceptions, they were in fringe areas, paralleling equity cases, as in proceeding involving heirs.' 2 The amicus curiae, however, was apparently utilized at an early date to avert one type of injustice which might otherwise have resulted from strict application of the principles of adversary proceedings-namely, to call attention to collusive suits. The friend of the court could point out either that the proceeding was fraudulent or that it threatened to foreclose the rights of third parties through collusion. For example, in Coxe v. Phillips,' 3 a 1736 case, the action was on a promissory note. But the suit was collusive, allowing Mrs. Phillips to embarrass one Muilman, whose marriage to her had been declared null upon discovery that she had a living husband. Muilman had then proceeded to marry another woman, to the apparent irritation of Mrs. Phillips. She pleaded her marriage to Muilman, and her resulting incapacity to contract as a defense. I-ad 9. Ibid. The Reporter so records his own perplexity and its resolution. 80-102 (1950 this defense been sustained, Muilman's marital status would have been impugned. Although he was not a party to the suit, Mluilman was permitted to have his interests represented by an amicus curiae. The amicus proved successful, not only in having the action vacated, but also in having both Coxe and Phillips found in contempt of court. It is important to note that in spite of the pretense that the duty of the amicus was solely to protect and inform the court, the amicus in Coxe was permitted to stray from this exclusive obligation and defend the interests of one not a party to the law suit. One may cite precedent without participating basically for one interest or the other; one is unlikely to call "fraud" to the attention of the court without basically taking sides. The incorporation of this new function presaged a fundamental transformation in the role of the amicus curiae--one through which the device would assume radically new dimensions. While the courts continued to cling to the proposition that the amicus was a detached servant of the court---"he acts for no one, but simply seeks to give information to the court" 4 --his services no longer precluded commitmeni to a cause. Indeed, the very notion of his acting for no one vas belied by his rising to do just the opposite-in many instances to act directly and officially as counsel for one not formally a party to the case.
See FRANK, COURTS ON TRIAL
Thus, even in its native habitat, the amicus curiae brief early underwent changes that ultimately were to have profound repercussions. A step had been taken toward change from neutral friendship to positive advocacy and partisanship.
THE AmIcus CURIAE IN THE UNITED STATES-THE SHIFT FROm
NEUTRALITY TO ADvocAcY
The problems of representation of third party interests under the common law system were, if anything, exacerbated by the American system. The creation of a complex federal system meant not only that state and national interests were potentially in conflict, but also that an even greater number of conflicting public interests were potentially unrepresented in the course of private suits. Legal doctrines espoused by the Supreme Court also multiplied these problems. The assertion of judicial review and of the Court's role as "umpire to the federal system" meant that disputes taking the form of litigation between private citizens were in many instances to shape the constitutional contours of the federal system.
While the number of potentially unrepresented interests was greater under a federal system, the possibility of their being heard in federal court was less. The first indication that the Supreme Court would strictly scrutinize the right of parties to appear before federal courts as parties in interest appeared in 1806, in Strawbridge v. Curtiss.Ys In finding no right to sue in federal courts against joined defendants, only one of whom possessed the requisite diversity of citizenship, Chief Justice Marshall insisted that "each distinct interest should be represented by persons, all of whom are entitled to sue or may be sued in the federal courts."' 16 Although this ruling has not escaped criticism, 17 it remains potent not only as originally applied but also as applied to those who seek to enter the litigation as intervenors.
If this rule excluded some parties from direct participation in federal court litigation, continuation of the common law history of hostility to intervenors worked at least an equal limitation on the availability of the federal courts to interests which were not so self-evident and formally litigious but which might, in significance and pragmatic political consequences, dwarf the narrowly defined legal issues presented by the litigants. Thus, major constitutional decisions on federal matters have seen the United States government participate, at least nominally, only as a subsidiary or remote party to the dispute. For instance, an expeditious route to a decision on the validity of a tax provision has been for a stockholder or other interested party to seek to prevent payment of the contested tax by a corporation or partnership. 1 8 Such ventures are, at least in some sense, evasions of the spirit of the "real interest" rule; but they have the further fillip of relegating the taxing authority to the status of a stranger to a proceeding testing the validity of its own revenue measures.
These problems did not go unnoticed, 1 nor were they left uncompensated. The Court, while contracting jurisdiction in one direction, 20 established loose categories by which third party governmental authority might be vindicated. The scope of participation in cases was expanded as early as the decision in
The Schooner Exchange v. McFadden. 2 ' In that case the United States Attorney General was allowed to intervene by way of "a suggestion" in an admiralty suit. Such participation in admiralty actions and in proceedings in rent became quite common.
It originally was felt that such exceptions were compelled by the peculiar nature of in rent proceedings which, because they established rights of ownership against the world, required full participation by all who might be adversely affected. 22 As time went on it began to be realized that such equitable considerations were not unique to in rent proceedings. Rather, it was recognized as inhering in the general nature of the judicial process that innocent bystanders might be jeopardized. Slowly, as cases multiplied in which difficulties were experienced in other areas as well, a recognition of the utility of third 
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Amicus Cu riae and Third Party Representation of Governmental Interests
Oddly, the amicus curiae was neither one of the early devices used to resolve the third party problem in the Supreme Court nor the most frequently utilized. 24 Although, given its historical origins and functions, it was unlikely to come within the pale of common law hostility to intervenors or the rule in Strawbridge, and hence might have offered an easy means for representation of outside interests, it did not, in fact, make its appearance in the Supreme Court (or federal courts generally) until after 1820. Courts, where obvious injustice would be caused by lack of representation, allowed outsiders to intervene generally by exercise of what was called "the inherent power of a court of law to control its processes." 25 No great ceremony was attendant on this; often the court merely extended the privilege of filing a brief "by leave of the court." Gradually this practice came to be controlled by a set of increasingly formal rules that were communicated more or less informally to the regular practitioners before the court, or those who habitually handled similar cases on other levels. 26 It was only at a much later date that these tended to be codified. To meet the problems caused by narrow processes in an era in which semipolitical decisions were increasingly reached, a number of devices were at hand in the law or were created. "The ways of the third party" developed by the courts in this field range widely in degrees of formality. A list suggested a quarter of a century ago included among others: (a) leave to intervene as a party or a quasi-party (growing out of early equity proceedings, the right to intervene has become more general, particularly in the twentieth century and is based in part upon legislation) ; (b) participation as an ancillary party; (c) petition or motion or presentation of claim on a fund; (d) amicus curiae; (e) suggestion or memo; (f) special appearance; (g) class suits. 27 One might possibly add to this list taxpayer suits as some sort of elevation of third parties to participant status.
Further, in less rigorously legalistic days, when the Attorney General vas permitted by law and indeed forced by circumstance to maintain a private practice, it was often possible for him to serve two masters in a case. Sometimes he could advance the cause of the United States by merely acting in the name of a party; this seems to have been the case, for example, in Gibbons v. Ogden 2s In other instances he might represent both the interest of the United States and obtain a fee for private activity as well. The early usages of the third party devices tended to be of these more informal sorts. 
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So, in Hayburn's Case 2 9 in 1792, Randolph was allowed to move "ex officio" for the government, but the Court "entertained great doubt upon his right.., to proceed" in this manner. The proper mode which emerged through the years by which third parties were permitted to participate was by route of the suggestion, as in the case of The Schooner Exchange,"° or general courtesy. More formally, in 1821, Pinckney was heard upon the application of the executive in the case of The Amiable Isabella. 81 As the headnote suggests, accommodation of broader interests was commencing in formal fashion, for the reporter states the meaning of the case to be that "where a case involved the construction of a treaty, the court heard a third argument oil the application of the executive government of the United States.
' 3 2 In any event, all of these modes of representation merge into one another, and in various epochs have often been functional equivalents.
Even in recent years, the precise standing of a party may often be somewhat vague and differently interpreted by the parties and commentators; the line between an intervenor and an amicus curiae is often blurred. In former years the lines were even vaguer, and contradictions and anomalies were quite common.
Though other devices for representing third party interests were developed extremely early, it was not until 1821 that the amicus curiae formally made its appearance. In the celebrated case of Green v. Biddle, 8 3 a decision relating to land holdings in Kentucky was made by the Supreme Court without any representation on the part of that State. Repercussions were quickly evident. Coming on the heels of a series of decisions in which federal courts had asserted federal supremacy, 3 4 the case presented explosive possibilities. It was apparently thought best to provide some forum for opposition. Under instructions from the State of Kentucky, Henry Clay made an appearance as an amicus curiae and sought a rehearing. On March 12,1821, Clay as amicus curiae moved for a rehearing in the cause, upon the ground that it involved the rights and claims of numerous occupants of the land.... He stated, that the rights and interests of those claimants would be irrevocably determined by this decision of the court, the tenant in the present cause having permitted it to be brought to a hearing, without appearing by counsel, and without any argument on that side of the question.3D Faced with this peculiar behavior on the part of one of the nominal participants, strongly suggesting collusion, the Court allowed the extraordinary procedure and granted the plea for a rehearing on petition of an amicus curiae. asmuch as the anicus curiae is not deemed to be a party, most jurisdictions would not allow him to initiate such an important procedural motion.
Clay, again acting as an amicus curiae, was later permitted to argue the case. Again in view of the usual attitude that "an amicus curiae cannot perform any act on behalf of a party," "he acts for no one," and that "the court on the suggestion of an amicus curiae can do that only which he could do without such suggestion," this debut of the amicus curiae in the Supreme Court must be recognized as a dramatic and unusual one. 37 The next major step 3 8 in the development of amicus curiae occurred when the judges were forced, as a result of Florida v. Gcorgia, 3 9 to articulate some of the factors involved in such participation. In that case, the request of the Attorney General of the United States to be heard was opposed by counsel for the two states, and the Court was forced to grant or deny permission on its own initiative. Defining the problem, Chief Justice Taney noted that if the United States were merely requesting to be heard, there would presumably be no problem, "for it is the familiar practice of the Court to hear the Attorney General in suits between individuals, when he suggests that the public interests are involved... not as counsel for one of the parties... but on behalf of the United States. '40 Why then the difficulty in this case? The nub of the problem vas that the United States had a very real interest in the case and was, by all criteria, at the very least a quasi-party in the guise of an amicus curiae. As Justice Curtis noted ixi a learned dissent, 4 ' this presented a major constitutional problem with regard to court jurisdiction. While suits between states fall within the original jurisdiction of the Court, all jurisdictional grants involving the United States mentioned in the Constitution are included within the appellate jurisdiction of the Court. By alloving the United States to participate as amicus curiae, the Court was, in effect, evading the jurisdictional grants of article III which literally applied would have prevented the federal government's participation as an interested party in suits involving the Supreme Court's original jurisdiction. 38. There were to be sure both prior and subsequent conventional uses of amicus curiae. In Ex parte Randolph, 20 Fed. Cas. 242 (No. 11,558) (C.C. Va. 1833), a representative of the United States appeared, stating specifically that "he appeared in the case at the request of the court, as amicus curiae, and did not feel himself at liberty to make any admissions." Id. at 244. He did, however, venture the opinion in passing that "it was the fashion of the times, to raise constitutional questions, and nullify acts of congress." Id. at 250.
And 4L Id. at 498.
In spite of Justice Curtis' high standing as a jurist and the skill and logic of his position, the rest of the Court accepted the amicus curiae as an easy road to solution of this thorny jurisdictional problem. This pattern became an accepted one, and it is today a commonplace for the 'United States to participate as amicus curiae in cases arising under the original jurisdiction of the Court. 42 In the decades that followed, the amicus curiae device continued to be used to protect governmental interests, notably in connection with grants of land.
4 3 The flow of litigation engendered by such programs saw the government appearing in third party guises to defend past allocations or claimed present holdings. Then, in another far-reaching development, the Taney Court in the case of The Gray Jacket 44 resolved another aspect of third party representation of governmental interests caused by the appearance of more than one United States agency. In this 1867 case, the Attorney General had already been heard on behalf of the United States when the Treasury Department sought leave to be heard" in opposition on behalf of any other departments of the government, they nonetheless allowed the Treasury to be heard for two hours, since "the Court is desirous of all the light that can be derived from the fullest discussion." 45 This phenomenon of adverse representation by different departments of the government taking opposite stands before the Court, rather than resolution within the executive branch, was then unusual, and remains "comparatively infrequent."
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Paralleling the courtesies extended to the United States, state interests also came to require and receive accommodation. Some of these advantages accrued to the state government through the familiar pattern of active participation of state counsel as attorneys for private litigants or by admission of state attorneys into proceedings without formal categorization of the extent of participation. In 1864, for example, with the constitutionality of a state statute in issue, the Attorney General of California filed a brief. 47 During the 1880's the Court began to grant leave directly to state counsel to vindicate state rights.
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Amicus Curiae and Third Party Representation of Private Interests
At the same time, and continuing until legislative clarification of the situation 4 9 -most of which occurred in this century-the Court began to expand the right of participation of private litigants.5 0 At times as intervenors, at times as amicus curiae, depending on the situation and requests of the litigants or agreements of the counsel, litigants of similar cases pending before the lower courts and parties to lower court proceedings in a case before the Supreme Court who had not joined in the appeal were allowed to state their views by brief or oral presentation. Others claiming to be "real parties" in the case, or persons who could be directly injured by a decision, were sometimes extended similar privileges.
Such third party activity was not uniformly evident in all types of cases, and certain types of litigation typically had a greater complexity as regards the number of participants. 51 Patent suits between the licensee and other parties often involve the holders of the patent; land cases raised similar issues to those raised in admiralty situations. Some types of cases were, strictly speaking, in rem proceedings; others approached this category in consequences. Tax cases r 2 and cases involving Indians and their rights 3 were preternaturally involuted, presenting all types of problems in representation. In a somewhat tardy fashion, the evolving use of the amicus brief as a form of third party representation came to be reflected in the nomenclature.
Formerly, the amicus curiae stood in an essentially professional relation to the Court and organizations were not regarded as the amicus but rather the lawyer himself. Throughout the last half of the nineteenth century the Court and the briefs cling to this approach. As late as 1919 the attorneys in the Prohibition Case rA styled themselves as "both of Washington, D.C., anic curiae, and general counsel to the National Association of Distillers and Wholesale Dealers." Apparently without self-consciousness, such identifications have been totally forgotten. By the 1930's, the open identification of an arnicus brief with an organizational sponsor was quite commonplace. 55 The attribution of a brief to an organization belies the supposedly lawyerlike role of the amicus, but realistically embraces and ratifies the transformation of the actual pattern of behavior and its new function. The amicus is no longer a neutral, amorphous embodiment of justice, but an active participant in the interest group struggle.
Where the stakes are highest for the groups, and where the needs on the part of the judges for information and for the sharing of responsibility through fluence of the two processes; see also the leading articles by Moore & Levi, Federal Intervention 
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consultation are at a peak, access has appropriately, and almost inevitably, been at its greatest. Occasionally a lower court will refuse an amicus brief for being "excessively partisan." 5 6 Or, a state court will, like the Michigan court, strike its permission to participate in view of the fact that a party "is acting (though under disguise) not as a friend of the court but as a friend of one of the contestant litigants before said court."
57
The Supreme Court of the United States makes no pretense of such disiterestedness on the part of "its friends." 5 8 The amicus is treated as a potential litigant in future cases, as an ally of one of the parties, or as the representative of an interest not otherwise represented. At this level the transition is complete; at the other court levels it is in process. Thus the institution of the amicus curiae brief has moved from neutrality to partisanship, from friendship to advocacy.
CONSEQUENCES OF THE SHIFr
However, the change from "impartial friend of the court" to acknowledged adversary has implications which go far beyond a mere shift in the use of the brief from a source of neutral information to a flexible tactical instrument available to litigants and third parties. More significantly, the increased use of the amicus brief mirrors the change in tactics and structure of interest articulation in American politics as a whole that occurred during the latter quarter of the nineteenth century. As Harold Lasswell has noted, 59 that period saw a transformation of dominant modes of interest activity. The emphasis shifted from personal, face-to-face contacts (including corruption) to impersonal, organized, and systematic, bureaucratically undertaken and oriented activity. This transformation is. usually recognized only implicitly by commentators 60 when accounted for in terms of reaction, either to industrialization or bureaucratization-that is, as the product of either the industrial or the organizational revolution.
The advantages that accrue to bureaucratically sophisticated groups in other political arenas became evident in the judicial sphere as well. Involved are such factors as: sensitivity to the possibility of raising new issues (whether for offensive or defensive purposes) ; the ability to mobilize resources (including (1921) . The court rejected the contention made by petitioner that he was an intervenor on the basis of insufficient interest and rejected his offer to appear as an amicus curiae presumably on grounds that his interest was too partisan for him to be anything but an intervenor. Record, pp. 70-72.
58. See Universal Oil Products Co. v. Root Refrigerating Co., 328 U.S. 575 (1946), for a discussion of the outer limits which the Court may place on the efforts of an amicus curiae to serve two masters, the court and the client. Implicit in such a limit is a recognition of a norm of partnership for amici curiae. human resources), and to bring to bear expertise, memory, or files; and the organizational flexibility to respond quickly and sensitively before policy is set. These are vital in all political matters, and in this the legislature, judiciary, and administration remain similarly responsive. Perhaps the first consistent utilization of the amicus brief's potential as a form of judicial lobbying can be attributed to the Department of Justice.
The formation of the department in 1871 meant that broader vindication of governmental rights was feasible. With the increase of staff came the development of a broader "public interest" approach to government litigation, which supplanted an attitude of emergency vindication only where absolutely necessary. 61 Charles J. Bonaparte's administration as Attorney General (1906-09) was a particularly aggressive one with far-reaching developments in cases involving Negro rights and vindication of federal legislation before the courts. 02 He, if anyone, seems to have been the innovator of a positive use of governmental amicus briefs, not merely to vindicate specific statutes, but with a broader aim of effectuating major social changes and implementing broad public policies. 
245 U.S. 60 (1917).
Charles Bonaparte wrote a series of articles in the Baltimore Sun that was strongly relied on and quoted ex-tensively in the amicus brief of the Baltimore NAACP. Brief of Baltimore NAACP as Amicus Curiae, pp. 24-30, Buchanan v. Warley, supra. The case seems to have been a perfect forerunner of subsequent civil rights litigation, down to participation of various neighborhood "welfare associations," a group of legal tempts to establish Negro ghettos through local legislation. The practice of governmental appearances in significant public causes, where very broad social problems and a generalized public interest are involved, has become standard procedure-as illustrated by such cases as the school segregation, racial convenant, and redistricting litigation.
One major development which has contributed to the use of the amicus brief has been the emergence of administrative agencies. The regulatory agencies enforcing and establishing administrative policies have necessarily been involved with a broad complex of interests. Their policies, in turn, affect a broader skein of interests, both in direct and indirect fashion, than those of the older executive agencies. In short, the activities of these agencies have involved potential interests and actual participants beyond the normal course of individual social and political interaction with governmental agencies. G 0 The fact that this has been explicitly recognized has also reinforced the trend. Many administrative agencies, acting by legislative provision or on their own initiative, have broadened the base of official participation in hearings before them. They, thus, have mobilized and alerted groups to issues and stakes involved at a stage prior to judicial litigation. So alerted, groups and individuals have sought means of strengthening favorable policies, both at the administrative level and at the judicial level. 
67.
In some instances governmental agencies may only participate as third parties, with the U.S. Department of Justice entrusted with the real responsibility of litigation. See Stem, "Inconsistency" in Government Litigation, 64 HARv. L. Rav. 758 (1954) . The ICC recognizes, for example, the right of complaint of any person, company, mercantile organization, manufacturing society, body politic, municipal organization, carrier, or state coinmission. See SHARFA N, THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE CoMMISSION 152 (1931 Among the private interest groups which were the first to utilize the opportunities of broader access were racial minority groups, securities and insurance interests, railroad interests, and miscellaneous groups under severe attack, notably the liquor interests in the first quarter of this century. Sheer familiarity with the intricacies of the existing system, strong dissatisfaction with it, and relative desperation seemingly can all function as sufficient motives for the seeking out and the finding of new channels of influence for self-protection or 
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area of the interest group spectrum. Not only has there been continued representation paralleling the political struggles of the railroad with the trucking interests, of railroad management with laborers, or even individual members with leaders; but also the report of Noble v. United States 7 7 records the appearance on opposite sides of the fence of both the Regular Common Carriers Conference of the American Trucking Association and the Contract Carriers Conference of the ATA.
While stockholders, committees, and rival companies began to participate as third parties in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, organized financial groups and associations became active later, noticeably appearing in the Court after about 1917. which tested the limits of legislative control over the power of executive appointment and removal, presented peculiar dilemmas of representation. Legislative interests were presumably to be defended by the plaintiff, and the executive position directly by the Department of Justice. Quite naturally Congress was restive under the arrangement, and the President Pro Tem of the Senate and the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee were conferring with regard to possible action, when the Court, apparently on its own initiative, appointed George Wharton Pepper as amicus curiae to present the congressional 77. 319 U.S. 88, 89 (1943 Thus, by the mid-nineteen-twenties, these major types of political interests had all witnessed at least one major instance of representation before the United States Supreme Court. Throughout the subsequent years the number of cases in which such briefs were filed grew in number, as did the number of such briefs filed in cases.
8 7 By the nineteen-thirties, such briefs were commonplace, and by the late nineteen-forties they were beginning to be regarded by the Court as potential sources of irritation. At the same time they were increasingly of significance to the outcome and were even cited on occasion as justification for the granting of certiorari. 88 While a series of "discrete and insular minorities" of a fiscal and commercial nature early found the amicus curiae brief a useful and potent instrument, it was the use of the device by civil rights organizations which drew widespread public attention. The American Civil Liberties Union was most active in this, as in other aspects of fostering minority group activity. In accordance with its standard policy of developing groups so as to encourage self-defense, the ACLU has characteristically contracted its activities as each minority group has become capable of handling its own litigation, participating only by invitation. 8 (1950) . Puerto Rico was here allowed to intervene formally to protect its interests after an effective plea that pointed out that: "Puerto Rico has no access to the political process .... In the Congress the territory has only a Resident Commissioner, who by courtesy of that body-there is no law on the subject-is indulged in a seat in the House of Representatives but has no vote. As a 'discrete and insular minority' ... the people of Puerto Rico must depend upon the courts." Memorandum for the Government Thus, numerous organizations which developed under ACLU tutelage are now largely independent in orientation and activities. Despite sharp differentiation in attitudes toward, and methods of, litigation, some lessons of legal strategy have remained a common legacy of the various civil rights groups. They also have retained some minimal cohesion in many of the efforts to affect court rulings, as well as in their political activities, although hardly to the extent sometimes portrayed by opponents.9 0 Vose has shown that by informal and nonsystematic cooperation civil rights groups did tend to coordinate their activities in the conduct of litigation, although the vagaries of chance and the actions of legal participants often thwarted any of the vague efforts at coordination."' An increased reliance on litigation as a means of vindicating minority rights otherwise difficult to obtain through the political process, however, resulted in civil rights organizations such as the ACLU, and the American Jewish Congress, being among the most active filers of amicus curiae briefs over the past few years. 92 In addition, labor organizations have been active, and not only in labor cases.
3 Important civil rights cases such as the desegregation decision or the restrictive covenant cases saw a turnout of large numbers of amicus curiae briefs from varying minority group organizations. All of this focused attention and provoked criticism of the amicus curiae brief.
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Such briefs reached an apex of notoriety and criticism during the last half of the forties and the early fifties. A previous rise in the number of filings was a major factor in this criticism. In a classic instance, Lawson v. United States,03 the problem of the Hollywood "unfriendly ten" evoked attention through amicus curiae briefs from forty organizations. Left-wing groups were both aggressive and open in their efforts to exploit the increased significance of this avenue to interest participation. The National Lawyers Guild, for example, both was and is a major filer of amicus curiae briefs. The relation of the amicus brief to standard pressure group tactics has been made even more overt. Thus, the Communist Daily Worker has called upon individuals to file "personal" amicus curiae briefs by writing letters directly to the Justices. 
Sonnenfeld, Participation of Amici Curiae by Filing Briefs and Presenting Oral
Argument in Decisions of the Supreme Court, 1949 -1957 11, 16 (Michigan. State University Governmental Research Bureau, 1958 sentenced to death in Mississippi. Mr. Justice Black, who had been generally sympathetic to interest group expression, found this a repugnant development and condemned the "growing practice of sending telegrams to judges in order to have cases decided by pressure." He refused to read them and noted that "counsel in this case has assured me they were not responsible for these telegrams." ' The lack of discreetness here-the ignoring of the traditions and practices of the judicial process-has even been demonstrated by attorneys. Wiener characterizes a brief in Girouard v. United States as purposely ignoring in its preoccupation with propaganda the decisive issue on which the case turned. 3 Similarly, the American Newspaper Publishers brief in Craig v. Harney 0 evoked from Mr. Justice Jackson a strong response indicating that he thought its emphasis on the size and power of the constituent newspapers was neither of legal significance nor an accident but simply intimidation. (In fairness, it should be noted that size and distribution of membership is relevant to any showing of interest in an instant case and even amicus curiae briefs are expected to represent a specific rather than a diffuse interest.)
The question of the proper relationship of an amicus to the principal party and the principal argument is a complex one. In the modem context of partisan "neutrality" the amicus' orientation is a peculiar one and it has been a tenet of proponents of the need for restrictions that the modem amicus briefs have lacked a well defined rule. A simple endorsement of a basic brief adds nothing to the cause except the prestige of the group making the endorsement. This is to invite the charge of political pressure. On the other hand concentrating on purely legal argument has its problems as well. Some amicus curiae briefs have, of course, been of great legal guidance to the Court-Mr. Justice Frankfurter relied greatly upon the Synagogue Council of America brief in the McCollum case, for example.100 This, however, occurs generally when there is evidence of some weakness in the legal talent arrayed by the principal party, or when the interest of the amicus curiae is, in fact, very sharply differentiated from that of the litigant. These cases are not the run-of-the-miU ones. In most instances the situation is less stark and the considerations more complex.
10 ' Where there is relatively adequate representation of the basic points of view, the amicus curiae, however, may perform a valuable subsidiary role by introducing subtle variations of the basic argument, or emotive and even questionable arguments that might result in a successful verdict, but are too risky to be embraced by the principal litigant. The strategy here is the reverse of that utilized by Brandeis-instead of identifying new techniques with a litigant's official position, it may very well be advantageous to label the new as unofficial so that, if it should be rejected, a minimum of disapprobation attaches to the The considerations involved in such supplementary usages of the amicus curiae brief are admirably portrayed in the discussion between Charles Abrams and Newman Levy of the American Jewish Committee in connection with the restrictive covenant cases. When asked his views of a prospective brief to be filed by the American Jewish Committee, Abrams wrote:
Vose, Litigation as a Form of Pressure Group
It is an excellent "main brief" written with your fine straight style. But I question the adequacy of its emphasis as a brief amici.
I have always viewed the function of the amid to take up and emphasize those points which are novel or which if stressed in the main brief, might dilute or weaken the main forceful arguments.
I never thought there was much cumulative force in the repetition of logic by eighteen briefs. Unlike good poetry, repeated it has a tendency to bore. But a weak legal argument, with a moral quality, forcefully presented by an "outsider" will not detract from the force of the main argument....
The amici should be providing the arguments that will salvage the judges' consciences or square with their prepossessions should they lean toward holding for us....
Play up what entailment of all land would mean socially. Use the relevant references by Gunnar Myrdal; give the British background for exclusion of non-conformists and their migration to America where the freehold and the fee simple became one of our earliest and greatest traditions. Show how Jefferson and the states immediately after Independence adopted laws excluding primogeniture and entail.... May people band together to bar a race from food and clothing? These are a few of the important irrelevancies that occur to me.
Why desert all these rich and adventurous passages to jam the safe waters that should be reserved for the main advocates ?104 But the strategies for the amici may be different from the strategies of those interested merely in winning the case. This is suggested by Newman Levy's reply:
I thoroughly agree with everything you say about the function of an amicus brief. So far as the court is concerned I am inclined to think that it is pretty much like an endorsement on a note. Its purpose is to tell the court that we agree with the appellant and we hope it will decide in his favor....
When this brief was first contemplated I discussed it with my legal committee, and they agreed that I should confine myself exclusively to this 102. Brief for NAACP as Amicus Curiae, Henderson v. United States, 314 U.S. 625 (1941) .
103. For the role of the amicug curiae and of the principal litigant see the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Harlar, Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 675 n.S (1961). constitutional question. That was why I omitted the sociological stuff, the United Nations Charter and the rest of it. You see, if the Supreme Court should happen to mention in its decision that restrictive covenants are illegal upon the authority of Buchanan v. Warley, we will be able to say to our members, "Isn't that exactly what we told the court?"' ' 5 Thus the function of the amicus can be viewed as simply one of endorsement, or it can be seen also as part of the supplementary strategies available to the principal litigants.
Whether or not the tactical potential of the amicus brief is realized in any given suit will ultimately depend on the rules of the Court governing the filing of amicus petitions and the willingness of the Court to permit the filing of any given brief. Prior to 1937, there appears to have been no written rule on the subject of the filing of an amicus curiae brief, and leave of the Court was necessary for filing.1°6 The specification in that year that litigating parties must give consent to nongovernmental amicus briefs made no real difference in practice. Prior to the adoption of the rule, it had been standard procedure to request permission from the parties. In the absence of such consent, leave to file was easily obtained from the Court in almost every instance both before and after promulgation of the rule. The change of 1949, on its face, seemed to liberalize the rules. It recognized the existence of briefs filed by order of the Court without consent of the parties -a procedure which had not been formalized in previous rules. Since such filings had, as we have seen, been standard, the more significant indicator for future practice was the intimation that amicus briefs and motions to file would have to be submitted within "a reasonable time" prior to decision, indicating some dissatisfaction with dilatory filing of such briefs in the past. Further, the brief for motion to file was to be a separate document from the brief on the merits, permitting the Justices to avoid wading through the entire argument before deciding whether such a brief was to be permitted their attention. Even more direct and succinct was the Court's reaction to applications to file without consent of the parties: "Such motions are not favored."
107 Although a technical reading of the rules (now Rules 42(1) and 42(2)) indicates disfavor only for motions to file on the jurisdictional question or for petitions for a writ of certiorari without party consent and do not extend this disfavor to amicus curiae briefs on the merits, in practice it has appeared that the disfavor obtains equally in both instances'
08
The result was quite marked. In the 1948 term prior to the new rule, fourteen briefs were filed without party consent, while the Court denied permission to file only three such briefs. With the new attitude of the Court, the five terms following promulgation of the rule saw denial of leave to file without party con- 
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Equally significant was the interpretation of the new mood of the Court by the Solicitor General. Since approximately fifty per cent of the cases before the Court involved the United States as a party, his agreement to the filing of briefs was a vital determinant of the extent of amicus participation if the Court was to continue to deny the bulk of requests for filing without permission of parties. Prior to 1949, his consent was, like that of the Court, almost automatic, but after the new rule -his refusal became completely automatic.
110 The Court's attitude and the Solicitor General's interpretation drastically reduced participation of amicus curiae. In 1949, 118 briefs were filed in fifty-three cases, and on eleven occasions oral argument by amicus curiae was permitted. In 1950, thirty-six cases only saw 70 briefs, and in 1951, there were only thirty cases with such briefs, with only forty-four amicus curiae allowed to participate. The Solicitor General in response to criticism modified his policies in 1952, and in 1957 his office issued a statement of policy defining the standard governing grant or denial of consent. The Department of Justice frowns upon the filing by amici with merely an academic 4nterest at one extreme, or those who merely wish to engage in propaganda on the other. Consent is given "where the applicant has a concrete, substantial interest in the decision of the case, and the proposed brief would assist the Court by presenting relevant arguments or materials which would not otherwise be submitted." This change in position does not, of course, restore pre-1949 ease of filing and for several years, no great change in rate of filing of briefs resulted from this relaxation of policy." 0 The 1954 rule changes essentially reorder the 1949 provisions with minor exceptions. The separate printed motion for leave to file is explicitly limited to five pages as opposed to the 1949 rules provision that it "concisely state" matters. In addition, a new rule-rule 44-provides that the time for oral amicus curiae presentations made with consent of a party will be taken out of the allotment for the consenting party. Both changes are essentially, though not significantly, restrictive, but together with the re-enactment of the rest of the 1949 rules, they provide strong evidence that Mr. Justice Black's position with regard to filing was then repudiated and Mr. Justice Frankfurter's point of view upheld."' 6
The reasons are not hard to understand. Mr. Justice Black to the contrary notwithstanding, the present rules do, in fact, allow broad representation of interests, while at the same time providing for a minimum of Court responsibility. The delegation of scrutiny of the briefs not only saves time, but also transfers the "friendship" of the participating interests to the litigating parties.
One effect of the Court rule is to transfer some of the responsibility over amicus curiae briefs to the litigant and therefore to aid the principal litigant in the formulation of his strategies-provided he can convince the amicus to cooperate. The Court attitude also permeates outward to the amici who, like the American Jewish Congress, adopt the view that they will examine their participation closely and "have been deterred from taking any action by the unlikelihood of either obtaining consent or getting permission from the court."11 7
The rules and their enforcement are, then, only part of the picture. 116. See note 114 supra.
can in many cases effect its policy without having to deny permission to file briefs. With its clearly stated residual powers to grant or deny permission, and its unformalized power to invite amicus curiae to file briefs, the Court is fundamentally in control of the filing under the new rules, while nonetheless pleasing those of the bar who had called for restriction. In addition, the knowledge of deadlines and the likelihood of scrutiny by professionals prior to filing may improve the quality of such amicus curiae briefs. However, briefs containing divergent points of view and new issues are not likely to obtain approval of the parties. 18 All of this, of course, continues and accentuates the trend toward delegation by the Court of the problem of control to litigants. However, if the small number of refusal of permissions to file by the Court and its recent generosity in granting leave to file provide any basis for judgment, a new equilibrium has apparently been reached. The trend is difficult to document because it is virtually impossible to obtain data on refusal by private parties of permission to file except in the case of so prominent and regular a participant as the Solicitor General. One cannot even take the record of applications to the court for permission to file in the absence of approval by the parties, since application to file is a function of preception of Court attitude toward the filing of such briefs as well as the refusal of the parties in the first instance.
On the other hand, the post-1949 record of denial of permission by the Court has never been excessive. At its maximum it was seventeen; it has, on the whole, been declining steadily since 1955. During the 1961 term it reached a level that has not been seen since prior to the 1949 rules-permission to file was denied only twice. At the same time the number of briefs filed has also risen steadily to pre-1949 heights."1 9 Seemingly the newest figures portend a new attitude.
118. See Comment, The Ainicu.s Curiae, 55 Nw. U.L. REv. 469, 476 (1960) . However, the proposition that in practice permission by the Court is "rarely granted," id. at 475 is belied by the actualities. See table at note 119 infra. One insight to be drawn from a study of the amicus brief-and more particularly, the dispute between Justices Black and Frankfurter-is the extent to which the brief's use may mirror the controversy over the Court's lawmaking function-a controversy presented in oversimplified terms by the phrases judicial "activism" and "passivism." To the extent that Mr. Justice Frankfurter favors returning control over amicus briefs to the litigating parties, he reflects a belief that the amicus device should serve its function solely within the framework of the adversary model. Similarly, to the extent that Air. Justice Black resists such restraints, he is supporting a broadening of the interests likely to come before the Court and the issues presented to it for resolution. Under such a modified adversary system, the brief as a form of information gathering may provide the judicial counterpart of lobbying and congressional hearings in the legislative process. And the Court's attitude, practices, and rules regarding the granting of premission to file amicus briefs may indicate the extent to which it desires to engage in quasi-legislative activities and to depart from a role of narrowly resolving adversary disputes.
119.
This function of the amicus brief as an aid to judicial law making finds a logical counterpart in the utilization by the Court of its power to request the submission of amicus briefs. This power has been lately used, most dramatically, in the realm of desegregation where the courts have openly assumed the task of formulating and implementing constitutional mandates. While the power, as we shall see, has long been used in a variety of situations, its recent use once again belies any static conception of the amicus curiae.
The participation of the amici need not be at their own initiative. A court may request participation on its own. The Solicitor General of the United States and representatives of other governmental units are regularly invited to participate and file a brief. From time to time individuals with specialized knowledge have been called upon to offer their expertise in service to the United States Supreme Court. Lower courts have utilized the amicus for various special formal assignments, similar to those of a Master or Referee. Such functions include the handling of special problems dealing with juvenile delinquents -and the individuals are sometimes designated by the anglicized title, Friends of the Court, to distinguish this investiture from the less formalized amicus function.
Again, a court may call upon members of the bar (or more usually appropriate law officers) to act directly on behalf of the court itself. Here, in a sense, the old private relationship of the lawyer to the court is recreated; the friendship of the officer is most emphatically for the court. Thus in Universal Oil Products Co. v. Root Refrigerating Co., 12 -the amid had been designated to participate in an inquiry with regard to the possibility of fraud and bribery in the original court order. When dishonesty on the part of a judge was shown, the amid who had also been attorneys for affected parties, though not principal litigants, sought to obtain compensation which in effect would have been re-120. 328 U.S. 575, 581 (1946) . imbursement for their employers. The Court rejected such a claim. The role precluded their basically participating in a dual capacity:
No doubt, a court that undertakes an investigation of fraud upon it may avail itself, as did the court below, of amici to represent the public interest in the administration of justice. But compensation is not the normal reward of those who offer such services.... Here the amici also represented substantial private interests. Their clients were interested in vacating the Root Judgment though they would not subject themselves to the court's jurisdiction and the hazards of an adverse determination. While the amici formally served the court, they were in fact in the pay of private clients. Amici selected by the court to vindicate its honor ordinarily ought not to be in the service of those having private interests in the outcome. Certainly it is not consonant with that regard for fastidiousness which should govern a court of equity, to award fees and costs of amici curiae who have already been compensated by private clients so that these be reimbursed for what they voluntarily paid.
121
Thus while vindicating the right to appoint such amici, the Supreme Court asserted a special relationship between such amici and the court who designates them.
Indeed "friendship" at this point becomes a peculiar sort of advocacy. The amicus becomes the spokesman for court interests in a vital and active sense. This is well borne out in the recent cases involving desegregation. The Supreme Court's device of delegating to the district courts the implementation of its desegregation decision has thrust upon the district courts an unusual burden of decision and activity. 122 Where defiance has occurred, the courts have been particularly dependent upon the activities of the executive and have acknowledged this dependency.
So in both the Little Rock, Arkansas, and the University of Mississippi integration crises the federal district court, on its own initiative, designated the United States Attorney General and the United States Attorney as amici and specifically instructed its designated amici to carry out activities on behalf of the court. On September 9, 1957, in the United States such powers. The court of appeals, however, found that this was in accordance with past procedure and that it was "proper for the court to do all that reasonably and lawfully could be done to protect and effectuate its orders and judgments." The district court had acted properly in asking the law officers of the United States to act on its behalf for it "could not with propriety employ private counsel to do the necessary investigative and legal work. It has, we think, always in the past been customary for a federal district court to call upon the law officers of the United States for aid and advice in comparable situations.' ' 2 6 There was no need to go into the legal theory too thoroughly, the court of appeals pointed out, inasmuch as the plaintiffs in the Aaron case were still real parties in interest and had joined the government in requesting this injunction. Nonetheless, the court of appeals emphatically upheld the authority both of the court and its amici:
In our opinion the status of the attorney general and the United States attorney was something more than that of mere amici curiae in private litigation. They were acting under the authority and direction of the court to take such action as was necessary to prevent its orders and judgments from being frustrated and to represent the public interest in the due administration of justice.'
27
Similarly, when it became obvious that the State of Mississippi was engaged on a course of defiance of the court orders in Mcredith v. Fair,' s the United States was designated as amicus curiae on September 18, 1962, by the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. It was authorized to appear before the court of appeals and the District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi with the right to submit pleadings, evidence, arguments and briefs and to initiate such further proceedings, including proceedings, for injunctive relief and proceedings for contempt of court, as may be appropriate in order to maintain and preserve the due administration of justice and the integrity of the judicial processes of the United States. 12 Two days later the amicus curiae asked for an injunction to prevent enforcement of a bill signed that very day by the governor which would have prevented Meredith from enrolling; the sheriff was also enjoined from proceeding on a rather weak perjury charge in connection with a previous voting enrollment by Meredith. 30 On federal initiative a temporary restraining order vas also issued by the court of appeals on September 25 enjoining the State of Mississippi, the governor, and numerous officials from interfering with Meredith's enrollment, as well as enjoining numerous legal steps leading toward this end, including the filing of actions in the state courts. 13 
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THE YALE LAW JOURNAL a show cause order went out to the governor and lieutenant governor and the contempt citation of September 28 was issued. The governor was convicted of civil contempt after evidence "on behalf of the United States and of the appellant, 13 2 while the lieutenant governor, on the 29th, was found guilty upon presentation only of "evidence on behalf of the United States." 183 In both instances the civil contempt was of the September 25 order which had been issued upon the application of the amicus curiae.
The partial compliance of the governor with the orders of the court subsequently eliminated the need for civil contempt. However, in December, acting under orders from the court, the amicus curiae moved to have the governor found in criminal contempt because of his continuous criticism of the processes of integration and his consequent failure to purge himself of contempt. Not the least paradoxical aspect of the affair is the hiring of private counsel to represent the United States and the Attorney General.
13 4 The judgment of the Department of Justice was that its staff had been too involved in the proceedings in their executive capacities to be the best possible vindicators of the court's honor. Thus, even the closest possible relationship of friendship to the court-acting directly for it-has evolved into an active advocacy of the most demanding and consuming nature. This most fervent friendship for the court involves the taking on of the court as a special sort of client, one whose claims are of an even higher and purer partisanship.
CONCLUSIONS
The amicus curiae brief represents a prime example of a legal institution evolving and developing while maintaining superficial identity with the past. It has been a catch-all device for dealing with some of the difficulties presented by the common law system of adversary proceeding. In the United States, in particular, it has allowed representation of governmental and other complex interests generated by the legal involutions of federalism. In addition, the United States Supreme Court has helped foster its development as a vehicle for broad representation of interests, particularly in disputes where political ramifications are wider than a narrow view of common law litigation might indicate. Groups inherently weak in the political arenas or unequally endowed with resources of wealth or skills have quite naturally been the leaders in the use of the brief. The growth of the regulatory process and the welfare state have played a significant role in fostering group organization and an awareness of policy determination by the judiciary.
On occasion, the amicus curiae has been an agent of the court acting as champion of the court's point of view, vigorously pursuing and defending a legal position at the request of the bench itself. In the main, however, 132. Id. at 761 (civil contempt conviction of Governor Barnett). [Vol. 72':694 the amicus curiae has been a means of fostering partisan third party involvement through the encouragement of group representation by a self-conscious bench. The judges have sought to gain information from political groups as well as to give them a feeling of participation in the process of decision. Access to the legal process on the part of such organizations is a logical extension of realistic awareness of law as a process of social choice and policy making. Even criticism of the amicus curiae brief as "political propaganda," court embarrassment at such criticism, and changes in the rules which have hampered such briefs in the short run have not seriously stemmed the growing reliance upon it.
